
Officer Academy POI 

Staff Officers 

Day 1 

Task: To understand the general role of a staff officer. 

Condition: Given a 50- minute block of classroom instruction and the “Guide to Being a Cadet 
Officer at The Citadel” (OG) and the “How to Train at The Citadel” manual (HTT).   

Standard: Write a list of at least five things within your staff area of responsibility that require 
controlling and at least two assessment techniques for each.   

Instructor Notes: 

Ensure staff officers are aware of the specific duty position missions and responsibilities explained in 
the OG in Chapter 5. 

Describe and discuss “control” as explained on pages 9-10 of the OG and how it differs from 
“command” as explained on pages 6-9 of the OG. 

Discuss and describe assessment as explained on pages 26-28 of the OG and Chapter 4 of the HTT. 

Describe and discuss “closed-loop systems” as explained on page 26 of the OG. 

Assign staff officers the task of writing a list of at least five things within their staff area of 
responsibility that require controlling and at least two assessment techniques for each.  Instruct 
them to email a copy to their commander for next year and their TAC. 

Day 2 

Task: To understand how staff officers use the military decision making process (MDMP). 

Condition: Given a 50-minute block of classroom instruction, the “Guide to Being a Cadet Officer at 
The Citadel” (OG), and “How to Train at The Citadel” manual (HTT).   

Standard: Develop a specified and implied task list for the following missions: 

Company XOs: Be the company commander’s action officer for company duty teams 

Regiment and Battalion XOs: Directly supervise the staff officers on the staff 

Academic Officers: Monitor an organizational climate that optimizes the ability of each cadet in your 
unit to excel in the academic pillar 

Activities Officers: Monitor an organizational climate that optimizes unit and individual morale and 
school spirit 

Adjutants: Assign and monitor battalion duty teams 

Athletics Officers: Plan, prepare, execute, and assess a Regimental PT session 



Human Affairs Officers: Monitor an organizational climate that is based on The Citadel’s core value 
of respect 

ITS Officers: Ensure all members of the unit are aware of Citadel policies for computer use 

Operations Officers: Ensure the unit meets the requirements on the Regimental Training Schedule 

Provost Marshals:  Provide trained road guards for Regimental PT and supervise the performance of 
their duties 

Religious Officers: Monitor an organizational climate that optimizes the ability of each cadet to 
practice their religious “free exercise” rights according to their faith and conscience and to excel in 
the character pillar 

Supply Officer: Supervise unit mess hall operations to include table assignments and mess council 
duties 

Instructor Notes: 

Describe and discuss the MDMP as explained on pages 4-13 of the HTT with particular emphasis on 
mission analysis (4-5), specified and implied tasks (4-5), confirmation briefs (5), backward planning 
(6), unit level analysis (9), one-third/two-thirds rule (10-11), and warning orders (11). 

Assign each staff officer the responsibility for developing a list of at least five specified and implied 
tasks for the mission assigned them in the “standard” and instruct them to email a copy to their XO 
for next year and to their TAC.  XOs will send their lists to the commander and TAC. 

Day 3 

Task: To understand expectations and build position-specific skills with your Citadel staff 
counterpart. 

Condition: Given a 50-minute block of time with your Citadel staff counterpart and having already 
received two blocks of instruction on general staff officer skills. 

Standard: Confirm with your staff counterpart the duty description in the OG.   

Instructor Notes: 

Each Citadel staff counterpart should give the cadet a written expectations statement, conduct a 
confirmation brief, and require the cadet to write his expectations of the Citadel staff counterpart 
and bring it to the Day 4 meeting for confirmation. 

Day 4 

Task: To understand expectations and build position-specific skills with your Citadel staff 
counterpart. 

Condition: Given a 50-minute block of time with your Citadel staff counterpart and having already 
received two blocks of instruction on general staff officer skills and one coordination meeting with 
The Citadel staff counterpart. 



Standard: Develop a weekly battle rhythm with your Citadel staff counterpart.  

Instructor Notes: 

Discuss with the cadet the weekly battle rhythm of the position and synchronize it with the cadet’s 
schedule.  Require the cadet to write a weekly battle rhythm of his staff duties and bring it to the 
Day 5 meeting for confirmation.  After confirming the expectations you have for the cadet and the 
cadet has for you, have the cadet email copies to you and his TAC. 

Day 5 

Task: To understand expectations and build position-specific skills with your Citadel staff 
counterpart. 

Condition: Given a 50-minute block of time with your Citadel staff counterpart and having already 
received two blocks of instruction on general staff officer skills and two coordination meetings with 
The Citadel staff counterpart. 

Standard: Understand and begin to develop the necessary skills identified by your Citadel staff 
counterpart for this duty position.   

Instructor Notes: 

Give the cadet a list of all the position-specific skills he will need to develop and develop a plan to 
train them.  After confirming the weekly battle rhythm, have the cadet email copies to you and his 
TAC. 


